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the improvement in the gas separation performance, especially at low pressures, is associated with the enhancements in the interactions of the desired guest molecules with the IL/MOF composites, probed by the isosteric heat of adsorption energies of gases (\(\Delta Q_{\text{st}}\)).\[^{[5,7]}\] These studies indicate that the presence of IL offers new adsorption sites, providing a higher affinity toward one of the gases, such as CO\(_2\), while rejecting the others, such as CH\(_4\) or N\(_2\).\[^{[46,52]}\] A detailed investigation of the experimental literature shows that IL-MOF pairs are generally selected based on a trial-and-error approach, and the number of possible combinations is almost limitless.\[^{[1,3]}\] Thus, developing methodologies for rationally selecting the most suitable IL-MOF combination toward a target gas separation is crucial.

Here, we demonstrate a new hierarchical approach combining atomistic and molecular level calculations with an experimental assessment to rationally design an IL/MOF composite with superior CO\(_2\) separation performance. To show the power and accuracy of this approach, we choose to work on pyrrolidinium-based ILs, as this family of ILs has not been investigated for the preparation of IL/MOF composites before.\[^{[13]}\] On the other side, experimental studies on IL-incorporated MOF composites reported to date for adsorption-based gas separation have been limited to a few common MOFs, such as ZIF-8, CuBTC, MIL-53(Al), and MIL-101.\[^{[2,3]}\] However, the most thermally and chemically stable MOFs, zirconium-based MOFs, have not received much attention to prepare their composites with ILs for gas separation applications.\[^{[9]}\] Zirconium-based MOFs have several intriguing characteristics besides having high chemical stability, including superior adsorption capacities and ease of regenerability.\[^{[10]}\] A recent computational study on the CO\(_2\)/N\(_2\) separation performances of 128 different zirconium-based MOFs identified the University of Oslo-66 (UiO-66) as one of the top materials with the highest CO\(_2\)/N\(_2\) selectivity and commercial availability.\[^{[11]}\] Therefore, investigating the CO\(_2\) separation performance of IL-incorporated UiO-66 composites offers a broad potential. Hence, we choose to work with this MOF.

Three computational tools, Conductor-like Screening Model for Realistic Solvents (COSMO-RS) calculations, density functional theory (DFT) calculations, and grand canonical Monte Carlo (GCMC) simulations, were combined to identify the most promising pyrrolidinium IL to couple with UiO-66. The CO\(_2\) selectivity of IL/MOF composites is determined by both the structural properties of ILs and MOFs, and their individual selectivities. However, as shown previously, the CO\(_2\) selectivity of IL has a dominant influence on the overall selectivity of the IL/MOF composite.\[^{[13]}\] Thus, the major aim here is to select the IL, which offers a high CO\(_2\) selectivity when combined with UiO-66 among a large pool of available ILs. For this purpose, first, 1488 pyrrolidinium-based ILs were screened using COSMO-RS calculations to determine the ILs with high CO\(_2\) selectivity, the selected 27 ILs were optimized by DFT calculations and then incorporated into UiO-66 by GCMC simulations to consider the effect of UiO-66 on the gas separation performance. Based on the \(\Delta Q_{\text{st}}\) values obtained from GCMC simulations, the most promising IL/UiO-66 hybrid material for CO\(_2\) separation was identified as 1-n-butyl-1-methylpyrrolidinium dicyanamide, \([\text{BMPyrr}]\text{[DCA]}]/\text{UiO-66}\). Next, this promising material was synthesized and characterized in deep detail.

The volumetric gas adsorption tests were then performed to examine CO\(_2\), CH\(_4\), and N\(_2\) adsorption of pristine UiO-66 and the newly synthesized IL-incorporated UiO-66 in a temperature range of 15–35 °C up to 1000 mbar. Results demonstrated that the \([\text{BMPyrr}]\text{[DCA]}]/\text{UiO-66}\) composite rationally designed by our integrated computational–experimental hierarchical approach sets a new adsorbent benchmark with practically infinite CO\(_2\) and CH\(_4\) selectivities over N\(_2\).

### 2. Results and Discussion

#### 2.1. Design and Discovery of the Best IL/UiO-66 Composite

Scheme 1 represents the integrated computational–experimental hierarchical approach that we proposed for the rational design of the novel IL/MOF composites. First, COSMO-RS calculations were performed to estimate the activity coefficients at infinite dilution for CO\(_2\), CH\(_4\), and N\(_2\) in a very large number of pyrrolidinium-based ILs. By using this data set, the corresponding CO\(_2\)/CH\(_4\) and CO\(_2\)/N\(_2\) selectivities of the bulk ILs were estimated. A total of 1488 ILs, consisting of 16 different cations and 91 different anions, were evaluated in terms of their calculated CO\(_2\)/N\(_2\) and CO\(_2\)/CH\(_4\) selectivities. Since the gas solubilities in ILs are mostly governed by the anion type\[^{[6a,12]}\] (further discussion is provided in Part I of the Supporting Information), we focused on determining the best performing cation types offering the highest CO\(_2\)/N\(_2\) and CO\(_2\)/CH\(_4\) selectivities, as shown in Figure S1a (Supporting Information).

Accordingly, the number of cation types was narrowed down to two (1-n-butyl-1-methylpyrrolidinium, \([\text{BMPyrr}]^+\) and 1-(cyanomethyl)-1-methylpyrrolidinium, \([\text{CynoMthMPyrr}]^+\)) by considering ILs with CO\(_2\)/N\(_2\) and CO\(_2\)/CH\(_4\) selectivities higher than at least twice of the corresponding average values (15.0 and 5.6, respectively) of the entire data set. Then, using these two cations, the CO\(_2\) separation performances of 186 ILs (corresponding to their combinations with 93 different anions present in the COSMObaseIL database (version 1501)) were examined. To further identify the top performing bulk ILs, different structures and performance filters were systematically applied. A high CO\(_2\) solvent capacity (\(C_{\text{CO}_2}\)) is crucial to reduce the investment and energy costs,\[^{[13]}\] and a low molecular volume is essential to ensure that a sufficient amount of IL can fit into the UiO-66. In this regard, we applied the following filters: i) \(C_{\text{CO}_2}>3\) mol mol\(^{-1}\), reducing the number of ILs from 186 to 96; ii) a molecular volume filter of <0.335 nm\(^3\) per molecule, leading to a further reduction of the total number of ILs down to 27, as shown in Figure S1b (Supporting Information).

DFT calculations were performed on these 27 ILs to obtain the most stable conformer geometry for each one of them. For this purpose, a systematic conformational search was conducted at the B3LYP-D2/6-311++G** level of theory. The corresponding lowest energy equilibrium geometries obtained at the end of this step are presented in Figure S2 (Supporting Information). Then, each DFT-optimized IL was incorporated into the UiO-66 structure to generate the corresponding IL/UiO-66 composite. GCMC simulations were performed for 27 different IL/UiO-66 composites at 1000 mbar and 25 °C. Initially, the IL loading was set to \(~5\) wt.\%, corresponding to...
12 IL ion pairs per simulation box, to examine the CO\textsubscript{2}/N\textsubscript{2} separation performances of the top 27 IL/MOF composites to save from the computation cost. Previously, we showed that GCMC-calculated $\Delta Q_{st}$, which is the difference between the isosteric heats of adsorption of gases, matched quite well with the experimental results. Moreover, we observed that there is a direct relationship between $\Delta Q_{st}$ and ideal selectivity results of IL/MOF composites; ideal selectivity increases with increasing $\Delta Q_{st}$. Therefore, by using $\Delta Q_{st}$ as a filter, the top ten IL/UiO-66 composites with the highest $\Delta Q_{st}$,CO\textsubscript{2}/N\textsubscript{2} defined for a pair of CO\textsubscript{2} and N\textsubscript{2} among 27 IL/UiO-66 composites were identified according to the results obtained from GCMC simulations representing an IL loading of 5 wt.%. In Table S2 (Supporting Information), then, for the top ten IL/UiO-66 composites, the IL loading was increased to ~25 wt.%, and GCMC simulations were re-performed at 1000 mbar and 25 °C. Here, an IL loading of 25 wt.% was considered, because the previous experimental reports demonstrated that the IL loading should be as high as possible to achieve the highest gas separation performance in such IL/MOF composites, and the IL loading is mostly limited to 25 wt.% in most of the MOFs before exceeding the wetness point. Table S3 (Supporting Information) shows the $\Delta Q_{st}$,CO\textsubscript{2}/N\textsubscript{2} values of the top ten IL/UiO-66 composites having an IL loading of ~25 wt.%. According to the GCMC simulation results, the [BMPyr][DCA]/UiO-66 composite exhibited the highest $\Delta Q_{st}$ value and was identified as the most promising candidate for the experimental investigation.

To complement these results, the interactions between [BMPyr][DCA] and the gas molecules were further investigated at the DFT level. The equilibrium geometry of the [BMPyr][DCA] was systematically optimized in the presence of CO\textsubscript{2}, CH\textsubscript{4}, and N\textsubscript{2} to identify the most favorable adsorption sites of the IL. The binding energies (BEs) of the respective IL-gas pairs were calculated for several conformations. 3D representations of the equilibrium geometries are presented in Figure S3 (Supporting Information). Calculated BEs between the IL and the gas molecules point out that [BMPyr][DCA] has a high affinity toward CO\textsubscript{2} and a very low affinity for CH\textsubscript{4} and N\textsubscript{2} gases. These results support our findings based on the COSMO-RS calculations and GCMC simulations, and indicate that [BMPyr][DCA] has a high potential for selective separation of CO\textsubscript{2} from CH\textsubscript{4} and N\textsubscript{2}.

Scheme 1. The integrated computational-experimental hierarchical workflow leading to the IL/MOF composite offering high CO\textsubscript{2}/N\textsubscript{2} and CH\textsubscript{4}/N\textsubscript{2} selectivities.
2.2. Synthesis and Characterization of [BMPyr][DCA]/UiO-66

The [BMPyr][DCA]/UiO-66 composite was synthesized at a stoichiometric IL loading of 30 wt.% by using the wet impregnation method. After the synthesis of the composite, the first step was to validate the successful incorporation of the IL molecules into the MOF pores and to determine the corresponding IL loading. Thus, Nz physisorption isotherms for pristine UiO-66 and IL-incorporated UiO-66 were acquired to confirm the successful incorporation of IL molecules into the MOF pores and its influence on the accessible surface area of UiO-66. Figure S4 (Supporting Information) shows that the Nz-adsorption isotherm of pristine MOF corresponds to the Type I isotherm, validating the existence of a microporous structure on UiO-66. Data further indicated that the pristine UiO-66 has a surface area and pore volume of 878 m² g⁻¹ and 0.39 cm³ g⁻¹, respectively. However, after the incorporation of [BMPyr][DCA] into the UiO-66, the textural properties of the MOF deteriorated, and its surface area decreased to 7 m² g⁻¹. Such a substantial decrease in the surface area of IL-incorporated UiO-66 composite is expected due to the successful incorporation of the IL into the MOF nanocages. [6a,8b,15] On the contrary, the pore volume of the IL-incorporated MOF sample could not be determined. This can be attributed to two reasons: i) IL molecules might be occupying the pore openings of the MOF, obstructing the Nz passage to access MOF pores at liquid nitrogen temperature, ii) Nz has extremely poor solubility in [BMPyr][DCA] at the measurement temperature, which may hinder the diffusion of Nz through the channels blocked by the occupation of IL. Nonetheless, these observations are consistent with our previous reports. [6a,16]

To estimate the IL loading amount in the composite sample, we washed the sample using acetone as the solvent small enough to enter into the pores of MOF (≈8 Å) to remove the confined IL (≈7.4 Å from DFT calculations). [17] Thus, by washing the powder IL/UiO-66 composite with acetone, we were able to successfully remove the incorporated IL almost completely, as confirmed by FTIR analysis of the dry IL/UiO-66 composite before and after washing the sample with acetone, as shown in Figure S5 (Supporting Information). The corresponding IL loading in the composite was back-calculated based on the amount of IL removed from the [BMPyr][DCA]/UiO-66 sample, which showed ≈22 wt.% of IL loading in the composite. Thus, we infer that the prepared IL/UiO-66 composite contains at least 22 wt.% of the confined IL. We note that this measured amount is slightly lower than the stoichiometric IL loading of 30 wt.% targeted to prepare [BMPyr][DCA]/UiO-66 composite. This difference, as expected from the previous reports, [6a,18] can be attributed to the loss of some IL on the walls of the sample container during the synthesis process of the composite sample.

The crystalline structure of the UiO-66 before and after the incorporation of IL was examined using XRD analysis. Results shown in Figure S6a (Supporting Information) validate that the XRD pattern of UiO-66 is consistent with the previous studies reported in the literature. [14b] Furthermore, when [BMPyr][DCA] was incorporated into the UiO-66, the key diffraction peaks of the MOF in the composite sample remained unchanged, implying that IL confinement has no significant effect on the crystallinity and structural stability of the parent MOF. Figure S6b (Supporting Information) shows the XRD pattern of simulated, pristine, and IL-incorporated UiO-66 structures. The crystalline structure of pristine UiO-66 has Fm3m symmetry with characteristic peaks at 7.34° for (111) and 8.47° for (200) reflections and with a unit cell parameter of 20.74 Å, in good agreement with the theoretical data. [19] After the incorporation of IL, the (111) and (200) peaks shift to lower 2θ values and the unit cell parameter increases to 20.91 Å, which could be as a result of the incorporation of IL molecules into the pores leading to an expansion in the unit cell of MOF structure. Besides, data further showed that the I_{111}/I_{200} peak ratio for the pristine MOF decreased from 4.35 to 3.43 upon the incorporation of IL. This change in the peak intensity ratios may suggest the modification of local electron density with the presence of IL molecules. In addition to these changes, the IL-incorporated MOF was further characterized by distinguished shoulder peaks next to the main characteristic peaks of the MOF. This result suggests that IL incorporation may modify the framework and result in the formation of new defect structures as evidenced by the formation of these shoulder peaks.

SEM images of the pristine MOF and its IL-incorporated counterpart were obtained to observe the morphologies, as demonstrated in Figure S7 (Supporting Information). It can be clearly observed that the crystal morphology and particle size of UiO-66 (Figure S7a, Supporting Information) remained well-preserved after the incorporation of the IL. (Figure S7b, Supporting Information). As a result, we conclude that incorporating [BMPyr][DCA] into UiO-66 had no adverse effect on the crystal morphology and particle size of the parent MOF. Additionally, it can also be observed that IL molecules have no influence on the surface morphology of the parent material, and no visible IL layer formation is observed in the SEM images, further indicating the confinement of IL molecules inside the pores of UiO-66. EDX analysis was performed on UiO-66 and IL/UiO-66 composite to determine their elemental composition. EDX spectra presented in Figure S8a (Supporting Information) indicate the presence of Zr, C, and O elements, corresponding to the elemental composition of UiO-66. On the contrary, EDX spectra of IL-incorporated UiO-66 given in Figure S8b (Supporting Information) show the presence of C, O, and Zr along with the elemental N. Since the N element only exists in bulk [BMPyr][DCA], the appearance of elemental N in the EDX spectra of IL/UiO-66 composite further validates the successful incorporation of IL. Figure S8c (Supporting Information) depicts the elemental mapping images of the IL/UiO-66 composite, demonstrating the uniform distribution of elemental N, suggesting a homogeneous dispersion of IL throughout the MOF in the composite sample.

To determine the thermal stability limits of IL/MOF composites, thermogravimetric analyses were performed on the bulk IL, pristine MOF, and IL/MOF composite under an inert atmosphere. Figure 1 shows that pristine UiO-66 and bulk [BMPyr][DCA] exhibited a single-step weight loss. The initial weight loss for each of the thermogravimetric plots in the temperature range of 100–200 °C can be associated with the volatilization of the adsorbed gases and water molecules, as well as the evaporation of any remaining solvent from the synthesis.
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According to the results presented in Figure 1, bulk [BMPyrr][DCA], UiO-66, and [BMPyrr][DCA]/UiO-66 composite demonstrate thermal stability up to $T_{\text{onset}}$ values of $\approx 258$ and 480 °C, respectively. However, in the case of IL-incorporated UiO-66, $T_{\text{onset}}$ value decreased to 230 °C. This noticeable decrease in the thermal stability limit was presumably due to the confinement of IL into UiO-66 nanocages, accompanied by the formation of IL-MOF interactions, which alter the decomposition mechanism as evidenced by the TGA data showing a change from one-step to multiple-step decomposition (Figure 1). These interactions cause a reduction in the thermal stability limits for the composite compared to the decomposition temperature of the pristine MOF or the bulk IL.

To seek better insights into the nature of these IL-MOF interactions, pristine UiO-66, bulk IL, and IL-incorporated UiO-66 were characterized by IR spectroscopy (Figure 2). Here, the comparison indicated that the IR spectrum of the IL/UiO-66 composite show new vibrational bands, which appear to be the characteristic peaks of the bulk IL, demonstrating the successful incorporation of IL into the UiO-66 framework. The easily recognizable bands in the lower region of IR spectra for pristine UiO-66 at 555, 742, 1393, and 1587 cm$^{-1}$ are consistent with the literature. Among these, the bands at 555 and 742 cm$^{-1}$ are assigned to the asymmetric Zr−(OC) and Zr−O modes stretching frequencies, whereas the two intense peaks at 1393 and 1587 cm$^{-1}$ belong to the symmetric and asymmetric (O−C−O) stretching vibration in the carboxylate group, respectively.

After the incorporation of IL into UiO-66 pores, these major IR bands exhibited shifts in their positions, indicating possible changes in the electronic environment of the MOF structure compared to pristine UiO-66. For instance, the peak at 555 cm$^{-1}$ presented a red-shift of $\approx 12$ cm$^{-1}$, while the other major peaks at 742, 1393, and 1587 cm$^{-1}$ were blueshifting to 749, 1396, and 1598 cm$^{-1}$ upon the incorporation of the IL, respectively. Meanwhile, the obvious strong IR bands at 1306, 2129, 2190, and 2230 cm$^{-1}$ in the IR spectrum of the bulk IL are associated with the N≡C mode vibrations of the [DCA]$^-$ anion. Moreover, those at 2875 and 2964 cm$^{-1}$ are associated with the symmetric and asymmetric C−H

![Figure 1. TGA and DTG curves of bulk [BMPyrr][DCA], UiO-66, and [BMPyrr][DCA]/UiO-66 composite.](image)

![Figure 2. IR spectra of bulk [BMPyrr][DCA], pristine UiO-66, and [BMPyrr][DCA]/UiO-66; a) 1200–500 cm$^{-1}$, b) 2200–1200 cm$^{-1}$, and c) 3200–2800 cm$^{-1}$.](image)
stretching vibrations of the IL cation. Hence, these shifts in the IR features associated with the MOF and the IL’s anion verify the existence of interactions between the two moieties in the composite material. Zr–(OC) and Zr–O stretching vibration of the metal nodes of the MOF exhibited significant shifts compared to the changes in the band positions correlated to the carboxylate group, which suggests that the IL’s anion strongly interacts with Zr metal nodes of the MOF. The direct interactions between [BMPyrr][DCA] and UiO-66 were also confirmed at the atomic level by DFT calculations, and the shifts in vibrational bands of $\nu$(N≡C) were further validated by frequency calculations as given in Table S4 (Supporting Information). In the DFT-level optimized ground state geometry of [BMPyrr][DCA]/UiO-66 cluster model composite, the anion is in close contact with the Zr node (with the central N of [DCA]$^-$ is at a distance of 4.71 Å), as represented in Figure S9 (Supporting Information).

2.3. Gas Adsorption and Separation with [BMPyrr][DCA]/UiO-66

To assess the influence of [BMPyrr][DCA] incorporation on the CO$_2$/N$_2$, CO$_2$/CH$_4$, and CH$_4$/N$_2$ separation performances of the UiO-66, volumetric CO$_2$, N$_2$, and CH$_4$ adsorption isotherms were measured. Accordingly, the measurements were conducted at three different temperatures (15, 25, and 35 °C) in a pressure range of 1–1000 mbar. Figure 3 shows the fitted data of experimental CO$_2$, N$_2$, and CH$_4$ adsorption isotherms for pristine UiO-66 and [BMPyrr][DCA]/UiO-66 composite. As expected, with the increase in temperature from 15 to 35 °C, the gas adsorption capacities of both UiO-66 and its composite decreased. CO$_2$, N$_2$, and CH$_4$ uptakes (Figure 3d–f) of [BMPyrr][DCA]/UiO-66 composite were drastically lower than those of pristine UiO-66. This result is expected as the successful confinement of IL into UiO-66 reduces the overall available surface area and pore volume of the MOF, as evidenced by the BET.
results of the composite. However, it is important to mention that the composite exhibited significantly poor CH₄ adsorption and almost no N₂ adsorption in the low-pressure range. The difference in the level of decreases in the gas uptakes is governed by the acidic nature of CO₂ molecules, which have a strong affinity towards the highly basic anion ([DCA]⁻) of the IL confined in nanocages of UiO-66 compared to N₂ and CH₄ molecules.

This synergistic Lewis acid/base and van der Waals interactions between the CO₂ molecules and IL were further validated by DFT and COSMO-RS calculations. The 3D representations of the equilibrium geometries of IL-gas pairs are presented in Figure S3 (Supporting Information). When CO₂ makes a stable complex with the IL, positively charged C of CO₂ (q_C = 1.025e) forms the Lewis acid-base interaction with negatively charged N-heteroatom of [DCA]⁻ (q_N = -0.581e), and additional H-bond formed between negatively charged O of CO₂ (q_O = -0.549e) and one of the hydrogens on the pyrrolidinium ring strengthens the adsorption of CO₂ with the calculated binding energy of 24.4 kJ mol⁻¹, as represented in Figure S3a (Supporting Information). CH₄ is also primarily adsorbed by the anion with a BE of 10.1 kJ mol⁻¹ through the weak hydrogen bonding formed between CH₄ and N-heteroatom of [DCA]⁻ as shown in Figure S3b (Supporting Information). Figure S3c (Supporting Information) illustrates that N₂ mostly interacts with the cation with a very low BE of 7.9 kJ mol⁻¹. These findings point out that [BMPyr]⁺[DCA]⁻ has a high affinity toward CO₂ and a low affinity for CH₄ and N₂ gases. Moreover, Figure S10 (Supporting Information), which is obtained from COSMO-RS calculations, demonstrates that CO₂ has significantly higher solubility in [BMPyr][DCA] compared to almost negligible N₂ and CH₄ solubilities. In addition, the presence of confined IL moieties in the composite facilitates the diffusion of CO₂ through the blocked pores due to its high solubility and interaction strength with the IL. In contrast, the confined IL moieties limit the ability of N₂ and CH₄ molecules to diffuse through the blocked microporous channels of the composite. Consequently, CO₂ uptake in IL-incorporated MOF is significantly higher than N₂ and CH₄ uptakes in the composite.

Next, we repeated the gas adsorption measurements on the used sample to demonstrate the reusability of the composite material and reproducibility of uptake data. Figure S11 (Supporting Information) indicates that the composite material is reusable, and uptake data are reproducible within an error range of ±5%.

A comparison of the experimental and simulated gas uptakes of [BMPyr][DCA]/UiO-66 composite between 100 and 1000 mbar at 25 °C is provided in Figure S12a (Supporting Information). The presence of crystal defects and inaccessible adsorption sites in the MOF structure may significantly affect the gas adsorption results. Since these effects are not considered in molecular simulations, scaling factors were applied to the simulated gas uptakes of the composites to compensate for systematic deviations as described in previous reports. Thus, the gas uptakes obtained from GCMC simulations were multiplied by a pressure-dependent scaling factor defined previously on similar IL/MOF composites to improve the agreement between simulations and experiments. Here, we note that the N₂ uptake values measured experimentally for the composite are very low, <0.1 cc g⁻¹, and that those obtained from GCMC simulations overestimate these experimental values at especially low pressures, at which the N₂ uptake values are almost becoming lower than the measurable limits (Figure S12a, Supporting Information). This difference between experimental and simulation results indicates that the scaling factor used to correct the GCMC values becomes insufficient when the uptake values are exceptionally low. Figure S12b (Supporting Information) compares the experimental and simulated (and scaled) gas uptake values obtained on different IL/MOF composites and demonstrates that even though the GCMC results overestimate the experimental values on the [BMPyr][DCA]/UiO-66, they remain orders of magnitude lower, <0.1 cc g⁻¹, compared to those of other composites. Hence, we infer that the agreement between experiments and simulations is reasonable and that our calculations/simulations could successfully identify the top performing IL/UiO-66 composite.

It is of great interest to evaluate CO₂/N₂, CO₂/CH₄, and CH₄/N₂ selectivities of the composite sample, since it offers substantially poor uptakes for N₂ and CH₄ compared to CO₂. To compare the gas separation performance of pristine UiO-66 and IL-incorporated UiO-66, single-component CO₂, N₂, and CH₄ adsorption isotherms were performed at 15, 25, and 35 °C, as shown in Figure 4. At 1 mbar, ideal CO₂/N₂, CO₂/CH₄, and CH₄/N₂ selectivities were computed as 44.1, 9.1, and 4.8 for pristine UiO-66 at 15 °C. Reduced selectivities were reported with increasing temperatures: 33.8, 78. and 4.3 at 25 °C and 26.2, 67. and 3.9 at 35 °C, respectively. Moreover, as the pressure increases from 1 to 1000 mbar, the ideal selectivities tend to decrease and almost become half of their values at 1000 mbar compared to 1 mbar. This result is expected because the gas separation performance of a material at relatively higher pressure is governed by the available pore volume, as opposed to the gas separation performance at low pressure when interactions between the guest molecules and adsorbent are significant.

Upon the incorporation of IL into UiO-66 cages, the CO₂ separation performance was substantially improved. At 1000 mbar, the [BMPyr][DCA]/UiO-66 composite presented approximately three times higher ideal CO₂/N₂ selectivity compared to that of pristine UiO-66. Notably, an extraordinary improvement in the ideal CO₂/N₂ selectivity was recorded for the [BMPyr][DCA]/UiO-66 composite at 15 °C and 100 mbar, boosting from 31 to 14, corresponding to an ≈45 times improvement (Figure 4b) in CO₂ separation performance. Moreover, in the low-pressure region (1–50 mbar), the ideal CO₂/N₂ selectivity increased from 44 at 15 °C (33.8 at 25 °C and 26.2 at 35 °C) to almost infinite selectivity (>100 000), (Figure 4a). Similarly, in the low-pressure region, the ideal CH₄/N₂ selectivity of IL/UiO-66 composite approaches to practically infinite (Figure 4c), whereas the corresponding selectivity boosted 436 times at 100 mbar and 15 °C (Figure 4d). In addition to these, the ideal CO₂/CH₄ selectivity showed a two times improvement (Figure 4e) at 1 mbar upon the incorporation of [BMPyr][DCA] into UiO-66. ILS with cyano groups either in their cation or anion parts offer excellent CO₂-philic characteristics, which is also validated by the COSMO-RS
Therefore, this extraordinary improvement in CO₂ separation performance can be rationalized by the superior solubility and the presence of synergistic interactions between CO₂ molecules and the confined IL, which facilitate the diffusion of CO₂ molecules. Meanwhile, extremely poor solubilities of N₂ and CH₄ in [BMPyrr][DCA] offer a CH₄- and N₂-phobic environment in the MOF pores, posing a significant hindrance for the adsorption of CH₄ and N₂ molecules accompanied by a significantly improved CO₂ separation performance. To the best of our knowledge, these results are the highest ideal CO₂/N₂ selectivities achieved among all the post-synthetically IL-functionalized MOF composites reported to date. Because the flue gas from power plants contains a substantial amount of N₂, the development of new adsorbent material with superior CO₂/N₂ selectivity is critical. Likewise, in the case of natural gas processing plants, the separation of excess N₂ from CH₄ containing streams is extremely important for plant efficiency.

Thus, we believe that the rational design of [BMPyrr][DCA]/UiO-66 composite with practically infinite CO₂/N₂ and CH₄/N₂ selectivities offers an excellent opportunity for post-combustion CO₂ capture applications.

3. Conclusion

In this work, we present an integrated computational–experimental hierarchical approach to systematically choose an IL to design a novel IL/MOF composite with exceptional CO₂ selectivity. We first used COSMO-RS calculations to screen 1488 different pyrrolidinium-based ILs and systematically identified the most promising ILs by employing several structure and performance filters. We then generated 27 IL/UiO-66 composites by incorporating each DFT-optimized IL into UiO-66 and performed GCMC simulations to compute the corresponding CO₂,
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N₂, and CH₄ uptakes in these composites. Among the composites considered, [BMPyrr][DCA]/UiO-66 was identified as the one offering the highest CO₂ separation performance. Next, it was synthesized and characterized in deep detail. The gas adsorption experiments showed that [BMPyrr][DCA]/UiO-66 composite offers extraordinarily high ideal CO₂/N₂ and CH₄/N₂ selectivities. Notably, in the low-pressure region, the CO₂ selectivity becomes practically infinite (>100 000) at 15, 25, and 35 °C. In addition, the ideal CO₂/N₂ and CH₄/N₂ selectivities of IL/UiO-66 composite improved by 455 and 430 times compared to the corresponding ideal selectivities of pristine UiO-66 at 100 mbar and 15 °C, respectively. This work demonstrates that synergistic interactions between IL-MOF moieties and a rational choice of IL-MOF combination are imperative to create a novel composite with extraordinary CO₂ separation performance. We believe that this multi-level computational approach to design the best IL-MOF candidates and experimental assessment of the novel composite materials can potentially offer a broad potential for the design of new composites with exceptional performance for any target application.

4. Experimental Section

Part A: Computational: Ionic liquid screening module in COSMO-RS was used to quickly screen large datasets of ILs and to identify the promising ILs with the highest CO₂ solubility.[26] COSMO-RS is an efficient and widely used computational modeling tool to estimate the solubilities of various gases in bulk ILs qualitatively.[27] The gas solubilities in ILs were estimated from the activity coefficients at infinite dilution using the equation below.

\[
C_{ij} \approx \frac{1}{\gamma_{ij}}
\]

(1)

Here, \(C_{ij}\) and \(\gamma_{ij}\) represent gas solubility and activity coefficient for component \(i\) in the IL \(j\) at infinite dilution. Gas solubilities of the top performing bulk ILs were obtained at 25 °C in a pressure range of 100–1000 mbar. These calculations were carried out using TYP parametrization in COSMOTHERM X software, version C30_160.

Twenty-seven IL structures were optimized by employing Becke-three-parameter-Lee-Yang-Parr (B3LYP) functional including Grimme’s D2 correction and 6-311++G** basis set using the Gaussian09 program.[28] The binding energies between the gases and [BMPyrr][DCA] were calculated by using,

\[
\Delta E_{\text{bind}} = E_{\text{IL-Gas}} - (E_{\text{IL}} + E_{\text{Gas}}) + \Delta E_{\text{ZPE}} + \delta_{\text{ISEE}}
\]

(2)

where \(E_{\text{IL-Gas}}\) is the optimized energy of the IL-gas complex, \(E_{\text{IL}}\) and \(E_{\text{Gas}}\) denote the optimized energies of IL and gas molecule, \(\Delta E_{\text{ZPE}}\) is the zero-point energy correction, and \(\delta_{\text{ISEE}}\) is the basis set superposition error correction employed by the Counter Poise approach. Natural Bond Orbital (NBO) analyses were performed to understand the nature of the electrostatic interactions between the IL and the gases.[29] The optimization of the cluster model of the selected IL/UiO-66 composite was performed at B3LYP-D2/6-31G* level of theory, and the vibrational frequencies were calculated at the same level, which were scaled by a factor of 0.961[30] to compensate for harmonic effects.

To incorporate ILs into UiO-66, the Baker’s minimization approach[31] in the NVT ensemble (constant number of particles (N), volume (V), and temperature (T)) was employed, as implemented in the RASPA simulation code.[32] During minimization, IL molecules were allowed to freely move inside the MOF cage. A minimum energy configuration with all positive eigenvalues in the Hessian matrix was obtained using Baker’s minimization.[33] The energy minimization procedure was continued until the root-mean-square (RMS) gradient tolerance and maximum gradient tolerance were ≤10⁻⁴. The RMS gradient tolerance was the maximum allowed RMS gradient calculated by using the energy gradient difference between two iterations, and the maximum gradient tolerance was the maximum allowed gradient for each atom. Additional information on the optimization and minimization procedures for the IL-incorporated UiO-66 composites were described in the previous study.[34] The IL loading was set to 25 wt.%, close to the experimentally reported value. The RASPA simulation code version 2.0.37 was used to conduct the GCCM simulations.[35] The non-bonded interactions were defined using the Lennard-Jones (LJ) potential, and the cut-off distance for interatomic interactions was set to 13 A. The potential parameters for the IL and MOF atoms were obtained from the DREIDING force field, except for the zirconium atom, for which the parameters were acquired from the Universal Force Field (UFF).[36] A three-site rigid molecule with LJ 12–6 potential was used to represent CO₂ with partial charges at the center of each site.[37] N₂ was modeled as a three-site rigid molecule with N atoms at two sites and a center of mass with partial point charges at the third site.[38] A single site sphere with LJ 12–6 potential was used to model CH₄.[39] The charge equilibration method (Qeq) was used to assign partial charges to MOF and IL atoms.[40] Single component GCCM simulations for CO₂, N₂, and CH₄ adsorption were performed between 100 and 1000 mbar at 25 °C. The total number of cycles was set to 30 000, with the first 10 000 cycles used to initialize the system and the last 20 000 cycles used to take ensemble averages. The isosteric heats of adsorption (\(\Delta Q_{\text{st}}\)) values for gases were computed using the fluctuations in the potential energy of the system during the GCCM simulations.[35]

Part B: Experimental: UiO-66 (ACSYNAM, Canada), [BMPyrr][DCA] (lotilec, >98%), and acetone (Sigma-Aldrich, ≥99.5%) were kept in Ar-flushed glove box (Labconco) and used as received. To prepare 30 wt.% IL-incorporated UiO-66 sample, [BMPyrr][DCA] (0.3 g) was first dissolved in acetone (20 mL). The solution was stirred at room temperature until a homogeneous solution was obtained. Next, 0.6 g of dehydrated UiO-66 powder dried overnight under vacuum at 125 °C was added to the homogeneous solution. Subsequently, the mixture was kept at 35 °C and continuously stirred for 6 h to gradually evaporate the solvent. Finally, the product was further dried overnight at 105 °C to remove any remaining solvent molecules.

XRD analysis for UiO-66 and [BMPyrr][DCA]/UiO-66 composite were recorded on a Bruker D8 Advance using Cu-Kα radiation source. Each spectrum was obtained in the 2θ range of 5–50° by employing a scan step size of 0.02°. Surface morphologies were assessed under ultra-high vacuum on a Zeiss Evo LS 15 electron microscope, and each sample was coated with gold prior to the analysis. EDX analysis and elemental mapping of the samples were performed on a Bruker XFlash 5010 EDX detector operating at 5 kV. The working distance was set to 5.6 mm for each analysis. The XRD profile fitting was performed on the pristine and IL incorporated MOF structures using the pseudo-Voigt function using the TOPAS 4.2 software.

N₂ adsorption–desorption isotherms were obtained on a Micromeritics ASAP 2020 at –196 °C to determine BET surface area and pore volume of the samples. Before the analysis, each sample was degassed for 12 h at 125 °C under high vacuum. The corresponding BET surface area was calculated by fitting the BET equation in a relative pressure range of 0.05–1 bar, whereas the pore volume of the samples was determined using the t-pot method.

TG analysis was carried out on a TA Instruments Q500 thermogravimetric analyzer. Each experiment was conducted according to the previously reported procedure.[41] To compare the thermal stabilities of the samples, derivative onset (\(T_{\text{onset}}\)) and decomposition temperatures calculated from the derivative gravimetric (DTG) curves were considered as the decomposition temperatures in this study. IR spectra of samples was recorded in absorption mode on a Bruker Vertex 80v IR spectrometer in the IR frequency range of 3200–500 cm⁻¹ and at a scanning resolution of 2 cm⁻¹. Each sample spectrum was obtained by averaging 256 scans. Finally, the Voigt function was employed with Fityk software to deconvolute and fit the peaks.[42]
CH₄, CO₂, and N₂ adsorption isotherms for UiO-66 and IL-incorporated UiO-66 were collected on a volumetric gas sorption analyzer, iSorb HP2, Quantachrome. Adsorption isotherms for each sample were collected at three different temperatures (15, 25, and 35 °C) in a pressure range of 10–1000 mbar, respectively. Before each gas adsorption analysis, samples were degassed at 125 °C under a high vacuum for ~12 h. To compare the gas separation performance of pristine UiO-66 with IL/UiO-66 composite, adsorption isotherms were fitted to Langmuir–Freundlich (LF), dual-site Langmuir (DSL), and dual-site Langmuir–Freundlich (DSLF) models. All these model fittings were performed using Ideal Adsorbed Solution Theory (IAST) software.[20]
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